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Introduction to Ozobot Blocky 01: Basic Training

Getting Started

Are you ready to become a programmer? A programmer writes instructions using code 
for a device to follow.

Label the devices below:

Gaming Console Cell Phone Washing Machine

Laptop MicrowaveEvo/Ozobot
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Introduction to Ozobot Blocky 01: Basic Training

Code Challenge

Write the name of the block category each block belongs in. The categories are  
Movement, Light Effects, Timing, Loops, and Sounds.

Block of Code Block Category

Light Effects

Sounds

Movement

Light Effects

Movement

Sounds

Timing

Loops

Movement

Light Effects
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Introduction to Ozobot Blocky 03: Loops

Getting Started

Look at the sequences below and demonstrate them in action:

1.  How are the two sequences alike?

2.  How are the two sequences different?

3.  How would you tell someone to complete the first sequence using the least
     amount of words?

A.

B.

Answers will vary. Example responses are: Both sequences start with the same step 

and end with the same step. Both sequences have four steps before they  

repeat. Both sequences repeat.

Answers will vary. Example responses are: The first sequence points right for the 

third step and the second sequence points left for the third step. The first  

sequence repeats two times and the second sequence repeats three times.

Move forward once, move right twice, move backward once, and repeat the

sequence two times.

Teacher Tip
Allow students to choose how they demonstrate the sequences or come up with their 
own way Students can get up and move, use just their arms or move up on their seat.
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Code Challenge

Help Ozobot get around town by building, checking, and fixing programs!  
 
First, build the program. Then, place your bot on the start using the map on the next 
page. Run the program. Find and fix the bug to get Ozobot to the correct destination.

Introduction to Ozobot Blocky 04: Debugging

In front of house #13
facing east.

In front of the school
facing south.

Start

Grocery Store

Destination Program

Playground

In front of the police
station facing north.

House #1

What’s the bug?

What’s the bug?

What’s the bug?

Start Destination Program

Start Destination Program

Ozobot moved too many steps in the first block. It should only move 4 steps.

Ozobot did not move forward at the end of the sequence. It must move  
forward 4 steps.

Ozobot moved forward when it should turn left. Blocks 6 and 7 are in  
the wrong order.

Share Code: 
d6ukwr

Share Code: 
dosc3s

Share Code:  
ci3qtw
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Introduction to Ozobot Blocky 06: Conditionals

Check for Understanding

Use the words in the Word Bank below to complete sentences 1-5.

proximity true different notice false

1. A conditional will program the bot to perform _____________________ outcomes.

2. If a condition was__________________________ , my bot moved away from  
my hands.

3. If a condition was  _________________ , my bot did not move.

4. The ________________________sensors told my bot when my hands were near.

5. A forever loop was needed for my bot to always _______________________  
the condition of my hands being near.

Say it again with synonyms!
Use the words in the Word Bank below to complete sentences 6-10.

6.   A conditional will program the bot to perform _____________________ outcomes.

7.   If a condition was__________________________ , my bot moved away from  
my hands.

8.   If a condition was  _________________ , my bot did not move.

9.   The ________________________sensors told my bot when my hands were near.

10. A forever loop was needed for my bot to always _______________________  
      the condition of my hands being near.

observe invalid valid closeness unlike

different

true

false

proximity

notice

unlike

valid

invalid

closeness

observe
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Introduction to Ozobot Blocky 06: Conditionals

Can you help others fix their bugs or errors with their code in Ozobot Blockly?

Debug Challenge

What’s the Bug?CodeStudent

1. Hugo’s bot did
not move when 
his hands were in 
front of, behind, 
or in front of and
behind the bot.

2. Ken was not
able to run his
program.

A forever loop around all 

three if/do blocks is missing.

A count–controlled loop 

was used instead of a  

forever loop.

Share Code: 
o45ruz

Share Code:  
cc3hib

Teacher Tip
Give students the Share Codes to run the bugged programs with their bot. Then, 
challenge students to fix the bug in the program and run again to test their solution.
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Introduction to Ozobot Blocky 07: Variables

9

2.

7 + 8 ÷ 4 =

Math Problem Answer

51

3.

8 x 7 - 5 =

Math Problem Answer

Think About It

1.   When you decoded a sequence of symbols above, you

2.   When you decoded a sequence of colors above, you

3.   What would happen to a word if a symbol was changed?

4.   What would happen to a math problem if a color was changed?

spelled a word.

solved a math problem.

If a symbol was

changed in the sequence, a different word would be spelled.

If a color was

sequence, a different math problem would be solved.
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Getting Started

Introduction to Ozobot Blocky 08: Skills Check 2

What sequence would your bot need to follow to move through your maze?

Describe a maze in your own words:

Draw a picture of your own maze:

(Please note that student answers will vary. This is a guide.)

A maze is a pathway with a set entrance and a set exit with obstacles to misdirect 

you along the way.

My bot would need to move forward, turn right, move forward, turn left,  

move forward, turn right, move forward, turn left, move forward, turn right,  

move forward.
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